JELLO DIG!

This is a fun activity for kids to do (especially when it’s warm enough to do it outside, where you can use a hose to clean it up, hint hint).

You will need:

1 box jello

9x13 dish

Heat-safe and waterproof toys

Put some toys in hot jello and then once it’s cold and set, let the kids dig them out! You might want to use a lighter color...yellow or green as opposed to red for staining reasons. If you are worried about them eating the jello and having too much sugar, you can use unflavored gelatin packets and just add a couple drops of food coloring.
This activity has all sorts of benefits: sensory exploration, fine motor, eye-hand coordination, tactile exploration, a tasting experience, and a whole lot of MESSY FUN!

If you do this please send in pictures!

Idea found on modernhomesteadmama.com.